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Abstract—New astronomy projects generate observation im-
ages continuously and these images are converted into tabular
catalogs online. Furthermore, each such new table, called a
sample table, is compared against a reference table on the same
patch of sky to annotate the stars that match those in the
reference and to identify transient objects that have no matches.
This cross match must be done within a few seconds to enable
timely issuance of alerts as well as shipping of the data products
off the pipeline.

To perform the online cross match of tables on celestial objects,
we propose two parallel algorithms, zoneMatch and gridMatch,
both of which divide up celestial objects by their locations in the
spherical coordinate system. Specifically, zoneMatch divides the
observation area by the declination coordinate of the celestial
sphere whereas gridMatch utilizes a two-dimensional grid on
the declination and the right ascension. With the reference table
indexed by zones or grid, we match the stars in the sample table
through parallel index probes on the reference. We implemented
these algorithms on a multicore CPU as well as a desktop GPU,
and evaluated their performance on both synthetic data and real-
world astronomical data. Our results show that gridMatch is
faster than zoneMatch at the cost of memory space and that
parallelization achieves speedups of orders of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several new astronomy projects, such as the Large Synoptic

Survey Telescope (LSST) in the US, and the Ground-Wide

Cameras (GWAC) in China, are building a single, large

telescope or an array of smaller cameras to observe a con-

siderable portion of the sky continuously. Once in operation,

these instruments will produce raw images at every few tens

of seconds. Furthermore, these images are converted into

tabular catalogs online and the catalogs are matched against

reference data to detect transient objects, such as stars that

change positions or brightness. To facilitate timely detection

of transient objects and annotation of matching objects, we

propose to accelerate the online cross match of astronomical

catalogs using multicore CPUs and GPUs.

The graphics processing unit (GPU) has been used widely

as a commodity parallel computing platform for general-

purpose applications. Its main strengths include high inten-

sity of arithmetic units, massive thread parallelism, and high

memory bandwidth. However, its architectural characteristics

favor algorithms that are data parallel and of simple control

structure. Also, the GPU memory is typically only a few

gigabytes and the access latency is high. Finally, the PCI-e

bus transfer between the CPU and the GPU is limited to a

few gigabytes per second.

Considering the characteristics of the GPU, we study its use

in the online cross match of in-memory astronomical catalogs.

Traditionally cross match on astronomical catalogs involves

comparing astronomical objects from different observations

of the same sky region[12]. Due to differences in observa-

tion instruments, data acquisition and calibration methods,

the same astronomical object might have slightly different

coordinates in different catalogs[12]. Therefore, cross match

algorithms usually use distance threshold to determine whether

two objects from different catalogs are actually the same

object. As each astronomical dataset often contains millions

or billions of objects, the cross match of two such datasets

is highly data-intensive. Fortunately, the matching process is

completely data-parallel. Therefore, we propose to develop

GPU-based parallel algorithms for online cross match of in-

memory astronomical catalogs.

Cross match of astronomical catalogs is essentially a spatial

join on point data with a distance measure on the spherical

coordinate system. In [10], Jim Gray proposed to divide the

reference datasets in stripes, or zones, along the dec coordinate

and match the points by zones. The match is implemented as

SQL statements with predicates on zones along with distance

measures on top of Microsoft SQL Server. In this paper, we

adapt the zone index to the GPU, and develop the zoneMatch

algorithm. To speed up the match, we sort the points in each

zone by their ra values and perform binary search in each

zone. Furthermore, we design a GPU-based grid index for the

celestial points in the spherical coordinate system and propose

the GPU-based gridMatch algorithm. We analyze the time and

space complexity of both algorithms, and compare them on

both measures experimentally. Additionally, we develop the

CPU-sequential and CPU-parallel versions of these algorithms

for comparison. Our results show that (1) both gridMatch and

zoneMatch achieve their fastest performance when the cell size

or zone height is small and close to the distance threshold;

(2) while gridMatch performs slightly faster than zoneMatch,

at peak performance its index space cost is quadratic at tens

of megabytes for datasets of millions of objects whereas the

zone index space cost is almost constant at a few kilobytes

for the same data set; and (3) both GPU-based algorithms

achieve speedups of 20-100 times over their CPU-sequential
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and CPU-parallel counterparts.

In summary, this paper makes the following three contri-

butions. First, we propose two parallel algorithms, gridMatch

and zoneMatch, for cross match of in-memory astronomical

data. Both algorithms are simple and easy to implement yet

efficient. Secondly, we analyze the time and space complexity

of the two algorithms and estimate the optimal cell size/zone

hight. Third, we experimentally evaluate our GPU-based im-

plementations on synthetic datasets as well as real-world

astronomical datasets. We further compare these GPU-based

implementations with their CPU-sequential and CPU-parallel

versions. To our best knowledge, this paper is the first work

on accelerating online cross match of in-memory astronomical

catalogs on the GPU.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

section II, we briefly describe the background and related

work. In section III, we present the GPU-based gridMatch

and zoneMatch algorithms. In section IV, we describe the

CPU-based gridMatch and zoneMatch algorithms briefly. We

present our experiments in section V and conclude in section

VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Cross Match of Celestial Objects

The astronomical cross-matching problem involves two

catalogs of celestial objects, one is the reference table and

the other is a sample table. The catalogs are generated from

observation images on the same patch of sky at different times

and/or from different instruments. Each catalog may contain

millions to billions of records. Each record represents the in-

formation of one astronomical object, such as object sequence

number, position, geometry, and brightness. Due to the time

variation and/or differences in observatory instruments and

data acquisition methods, the information for the same object

in different catalogs may have slight differences. Therefore,

the cross-match problem is to identify pairs of objects that are

within some distance threshold r.

Current astronomical catalogs use the spherical coordinate

system with the declination (dec) [3] and the right ascension

(ra)[7] coordinates. The range of declination is from −90 to

90 degrees, and that of of right ascension is from 0 to 360
degrees. Given two celestial objects O1, O2 (represented as

points) at coordinates (ra1, dec1) and (ra2, dec2), the distance

between these two points is represented by the central angle

[1] and calculated by the following formula:

Distance(O1, O2) = arccos(sin(dec1)sin(dec2)+

cos(dec1)cos(dec2)cos(|ra1 − ra2|))
(1)

Given an object O(ra0, dec0), the objects that match O
within a distance threshold are located in the circle C with

O as its centre and r as its radius, as shown in Figure 1.

The rectangle P1P2P3P4 bounds circle C and is call the

query box with parameters θ and α,where θ means the dec
difference between O and midpoint of P1P2 and α represents

the ra difference between O and midpoint of P2P3:
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Fig. 1. query box
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Fig. 2. α as function of dec

θ = r (2)

α = arccos
cos(r)− sin2(dec0)

cos2(dec0)
(3)

The formula 3 shows α is a monotonic increasing function

when dec0 > 0. Thus the ra ranges of P1P2 and P3P4 are

different. In our project, we use the maximum ra range as the

ra range of the query box to simplify the calculation:

α = arccos
cos(r)− sin2(|dec0|+ r)

cos2(|dec0|+ r)
(4)

In our application scenario, the catalogs are generated online

for the same patch of sky every few seconds and are matched

to annotate pairs of objects and to identify transient objects

that have no matches. As a result, the speed of cross match

is crucial to allow continuous processing of the data products

and to ensure timely alerts of transient objects. In addition,

even though the α value increases with the rise of dec, it

remains almost constant when 0 ≤ dec ≤ 30 and r = 20
second, which is consistent with our experiment data. Figure

2 shows the difference of α at dec = 0 and dec = 30 is only

0.7 second, so in our analysis we treat α = θ = r.

B. Cross Match Algorithms

Previous research on cross match algorithms mostly focused

on matches between different or large astronomical archives.
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Fig. 3. Zone

An early cross-match algorithm proposed by Jim Gray [10]

divides the spherical space into zones along the declination,

with each zone as a declination stripe of certain height. Figure

3 shows the idea of the zone algorithm.

Gray’s implementation of the zoneMatch algorithm is based

on Microsoft SQL Server. In other words, all objects are anno-

tated with a zoneID and the cross match is done through SQL

statements with predicates on zoneID match in conjunction

with distance test. In comparison, our GPU-based zoneMatch

algorithm partitions the points in the reference table into zones

and sorts the points in each zone by ra. As such, for each

point ps in the sample table, we find its potential zones first.

Then, for each potential zone, we use binary search to find

the reference points whose ra values are within the distance

threshold from ps. For each of these points, we then test

whether its dec value is within the distance threshold from

ps. If so, we calculate the actual distance of this point with

ps. If the actual distance is less than the threshold, we output

the pairs as a match.

Most recently, in [9], László Dobos et al. proposed a parallel

implementation of probabilistic cross match join algorithms.

That implementation was done on a cluster of commodity

servers with off-the-shelf relational databases.

C. Grid Files

The grid file is a multidimensional access method [13]. It

divides the space into hyper-rectangular cells using splitting

hyper-planes that are parallel to the coordinate axes. There

has been previous work on GPU-based grid files [14], which

shows that grid file is a good match to the GPU architecture

for multidimensional data accesses. Therefore, our gridMatch

algorithm uses the grid file to partition along ra and dec, as

shown in Figure 4.

Different from traditional grid files, the distance measure

in cross match is the central angle in the spherical coordinate

system. Similarly, in our gridMatch, each point may be related

to one or more cells in the grid, as shown in figure 5.

D. Parallel Programming Models: CUDA and OpenMP

1) CUDA: CUDA is a general purpose parallel computing

model that leverages the parallel compute engine in NVIDIA

GPUs. In the CUDA programming model, a GPU is treated as

an SIMD device which can execute a large number of threads

ra

dec

1

1

2

20

Fig. 4. Grid file

(a)One related cell (b)Two related cells

(c)Four related cells (d)nine related cell
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Fig. 5. related cells

concurrently. A CUDA program is composed by host code

running on CPU and kernels running on GPU. The kernels are

launched by the host code and are asynchronous, which means

they return control immediately to the calling host thread.

In CUDA, threads on GPU are partitioned into a grid of

threads block. Each block is assigned to a multiprocessor on

GPU. When a multiprocessor is given one or more thread

blocks to execute, it partitions them into warps and each warp

gets scheduled by a warp scheduler for execution. A warp

executes one common instruction at a time, so full efficiency is

realized when all the threads of a warp agree on their execution

path. The warp contains 32 threads for NVIDIA M2090. The

number of thread blocks and threads per block are specified

through language extensions when kernels are called.

CUDA threads can access data from multiple memory

spaces during their execution: global memory accessible by

all threads, shared memory for threads in the same block

and local memory private for each thread. There are also two

additional read-only memory spaces accessible by all threads:

the constant and texture memory spaces. The shared and local

memory are much faster than global memory and can be

exploited to speedup the CUDA program largely.

2) OpenMP: OpenMP is an API that supports multi-

platform shared memory multiprocessing programming in C,

C++, and Fortran, on most processor architectures and operat-
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ing systems. It is comprised of three primary API components:

compiler directives, runtime library routines and environment

variables. OpenMP uses the fork-join model of parallel exe-

cution. All OpenMP programs begin as a single process: the

master thread. The master thread executes sequentially until

the first parallel region construct is encountered, when the

master thread creates a team of parallel threads. The number

of the parallel threads can be set through environment vari-

able OMP NUM THREADS or run-time library routine

omp set num threads(). After the team threads complete

the statements in the parallel region, they synchronize and

terminate, leaving only the master thread.[5][6]

OpenMP assumes that there is a place for storing and

retrieving data that is available to all threads, called the

memory. Each thread may have a temporary view of memory

that it can use to store data temporarily when it need not

be seen by other threads. Data can move between memory

and a thread’s temporary view, but can never move between

temporary views directly. Each variable used within a parallel

region is either shared or private. The variable names used

within a parallel construct relate to the program variables

visible at the point of the parallel directive, referred to as

their original variables. Each shared variable reference inside

the construct refers to the original variable of the same name.

For each private variable, a reference to the variable name

inside the construct refers to a variable of the same type and

size as the original variable, but private to the thread. [11]

III. GPU-BASED CROSS MATCH

In this section, we present the GPU-based zoneMatch and

gridMatch algorithms. In gridMatch, we use square cells for

simplicity.

Table I summarizes the notations used in the paper.
TABLE I

NOTATIONS

notation meaning
N1 Number of objects in the reference table
N2 Number of objects in the sample table
d1 Range of ra in degrees
d2 Range of dec in degrees
r Distance threshold
c Side length of each cell
h Height of each zone
T Number of threads per block
M Maximum number of matches for each sample point
x the bytes each element in index array occupies

A. GPU-based gridMatch

1) Grid Index Construction: The grid index is built on the

reference table. Specifically, we map the reference table to the

grid and sort the data points by the cells with the cells ordered

first by dec and then by ra. Points within a cell are unordered.

The index array contains the starting offset of each cell. Figure

6 shows the structure of the grid index.

The GPU-based grid index construction proceeds in the

following three steps, with each step as a separate kernel

function:

D C B A Data array

0 2 2 3 Index array

B A

D
C

dec

ra

D C B A Data array

0 2 2 3 Index array

B A

D
C

dec

ra

DD CC BB AA DDataata arrayarray

00 22 22 33 Index arrayIndex array

BB AA

DD
CC

decdeccc

rara

id=2

id=0 id=1

id=3

Fig. 6. Grid index structure

Step 1: Each thread takes one point in the reference table

as input and computes the id of the cell that the point belongs

to. The cell ids are assigned in the dec-major order. In the

meanwhile, the thread increments S[id], which is the number

of points in cell id. Since multiple threads may update S[id]
concurrently, the increment is done using the atomicAdd()

function in CUDA[4].

Step 2: Use the sort primitive in the CUDPP[2] library to

sort all the points by their cell ids.

Step 3: Compute the starting offset of each cell using

CUDPP’s exclusive prefix sum primitive on S.

The number of elements in grid index array is the same

with the cell count, thus the memory consumption is x ∗ d1d2

c2

bytes.
2) GPU-based Cross Match on Grid: We parallelize the

match process by assigning a thread to each sample point.

For each sample point, we first find its related cells of the

reference points using the grid index, and then go through

the references points in the related cells to identify matches.

Because the related cells on the same row (dec) are located

in the array contiguously, thus instead of iterating the related

cells one by one, we access the related cells row by row. The

starting and ending offsets of each row can be easily calculated

using the offsets in the grid index.

Due to the data characteristics in our astronomical project,

each sample point ps has at most M matched points in the

reference. Taking advantage of this characteristics, we allocate

a N2 ∗M array in the global memory to store the matched

points. Also, we use another temporary array C to count the

number of matched points for each sample point. As a result,

each thread performs match and writes results independently

without write conflict.

Specifically, the GPU-based cross match on the grid index

is implemented as a single kernel function containing the

following two steps:

Step 1: For ps(ra, dec), the thread computes the query

box around ps and the boundary of the related cells on the

reference grid.

Step 2: For each reference point pr in each row, the thread

checks whether it falls in the query box. If so, the thread

computes the actual distance from ps using formula 1. If the

actual distance is less than or equal to r, pr is put into the

result array as a match of ps. In the meanwhile, C is updated.
3) Time cost in matching step: First, we show the number

of related cells for a sample point case by case in Table II. The
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average number of related cells for all the cases are identical,

i.e. (2 r
c + 1)2. For each case, due to the different positions

of the point in cell, the values of related cells under different

scenarios are different. The average number of related cells

for each case is computed as the sum of the products of each

scenario’s probability and its number of related cells.

TABLE II
AVERAGE RELATED CELLS FOR DIFFERENT c

the size of c probability of different
scenarios under each case

related cells
for each
scenario

average
related
cells

c < r 1 (2 r
c
+ 1)2 (2 r

c
+1)2

c = r 1 9 (2 r
c
+1)2

r < c < 2r
(2− c

r
)2/( c

r
)2 9

(2 r
c
+ 1)24∗(2− c

r
)∗( c

r
−1)/( c

r
)2 6

4( c
r
− 1)2/( c

r
)2 4

c = 2r 1 4 (2 r
c
+1)2

c > 2r
4/( c

r
)2 4

(2 r
c
+ 1)24 ∗ ( c

r
− 2)/( c

r
)2 2

( c
r
− 2)2/( c

r
)2 1

The average number of reference points in a cell is

N1(
c2

d1d2
). When N1(

c2

d1d2
) ≥ 1, the running time of matching

step is positively correlated to the number of reference points

in all related cells, which is the multiplication of the average

number of reference points per cell and the average number of

related cells, i.e. (2r + c)2( N1

d1d2
). However, if N1(

c2

d1d2
) ≤ 1,

the analysis is different. As mentioned in Background, the

thread model of CUDA makes all threads in a warp wait for

each other until all the threads finish their work. When the

average number of reference points in a cell is less than one,

the running time can be estimated as in the situation when

there is only one point in each cell. Thus the cost of matching

step is positively correlated to the number of related cells,

which is (2 r
c + 1)2.

4) Optimal Cell Size for gridMatch: In the GPU-based

gridMatch, Step 1 of identifying related cells takes O(1)

time whereas the time complexity of Step 2 depends on the

expected number of comparisons on the reference points in

all related cells for each sample point. When the cell size is

smaller than the distance threshold, the number of related cells

is large but the number of points in each cell is small; on the

other hand, when the cell size is large, the number of related

cells for a sample point is small but the number of points in

each cell is large. Therefore, the optimal cell size occurs at

a balance point where the product of number of related cells

and the number of points per cell is the least.

B. GPU-based zoneMatch

1) Zone Index Construction: Similar to the grid index, the

zone index is constructed by first mapping the reference points

to zones and then recording the starting offset of each zone

in the index array. The main difference from the grid index

is that the zone index has only one cell (zone) on each row

(dec) and that the points in each zone are sorted by ra. The

zone index structure is shown in Figure 7.

D C B A Data array

0 2 2 3 Index array
B

A

D
C

dec

ra

D C B A Data array

0 2 2 3 Index array
B

A

D
C

decc

ra
C

id=1

id=2

id=3

id=0

Fig. 7. Zone index structure

In zone index array, the number of elements of the zone

index array is the same as the number of zones, thus the space

cost is x ∗ d2

h bytes.

2) GPU-based Cross Match on Zone: We parallelize the

GPU-based cross match on the zone index by assigning a

thread to each sample point. The result array of size N2 ∗M
and the counter array C are also created for result output. The

matching process goes in the following three steps.

Step 1: For sample point ps(ra, dec), the thread computes

the query box of the point and the related zones in the

reference that overlap the query box.

For each related zone:

Step 2: The thread performs a binary search to find the

starting and ending offsets between which each reference

point’s ra falls in the query box of ps.

Step 3: For each pr whose index is between the starting

and ending offsets, if its dec falls within the query box, we

use formula 1 to compute its distance with ps. If the distance

is less than or equal to r, pr is put into the result array and

C is updated.

3) Time cost in binary search step: Table III shows that

the number of related zones for a sample point is (2 r
h + 1)

on average for every case. Since there are N1h
d points in each

zone on average and the time complexity of binary search in

each zone is O(log(N1h
d )), the time cost of binary searches in

all related zones is positively correlated to 2(1+2 r
h )log(

N1h
d ).

TABLE III
AVERAGE RELATED ZONES FOR DIFFERENT h

the size of h probability of different
scenarios under each case

related zones
for each
scenario

average
related
zones

h < r 1 (2 r
h
+ 1) (2 r

h
+1)

h = r 1 3 (2 r
h
+1)

r < h < 2r
(2− h

r
)/(h

r
) 3

(2 r
h
+ 1)

(2 ∗ h
r
− 1)/(h

r
) 2

h = 2r 1 2 (2 r
h
+1)

h > 2r
2/(h

r
) 2

(2 r
h
+ 1)

(h
r
− 2)/(h

r
) 1

4) Time cost of match in zoneMatch: The average number

of related zones for a sample point is (2 r
h +1). In each zone,

there are 2hr
d1d2

N1 points on average to overlap the query box.

Thus, the time cost for matching is positively correlated to the

total number of reference points, i.e. (4r+2h)N1
2r

d1d2
. Similar

to the gridMatch, if the number of reference points in a zone
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is less than one, the time for matching can be estimated at the

total number of related zones, (2 r
h + 1).

5) Optimal Zone Height for zoneMatch: Similar to grid-

Match, Step 1 of zoneMatch takes O(1) time. For Step 2, since

each zone has N1h
d2

points on average, the time complexity of

performing binary search to find the starting and end offsets

is 2log(N1h
d2

). As the number of related zones depends on

the ratio of h and r and the location of the sample point,

we can estimate the time complexity of finding the offsets

for all related zones is 2(1 + 2 r
h )log(

N1h
d ). Finally, the time

complexity of Step 3 is determined by the total number of

reference points in all related zones to match for each sample

point.

IV. CPU-BASED CROSS MATCH

We describe the CPU-based counterparts for girdMatch and

zoneMatch algorithms briefly in the section.

A. Index Construction

We use the same index structure as the GPU-based ones.

In the CPU-based sequential implementation, the reference

points are processed one by one in step 1, sequential radix

sort and prefix sum is used in step 2 and step 3 separately.

The difference between the CPU sequential and parallel is the

sort operation. In CPU-based parallel implementation, we use

a parallel version of radix sort written in openMP.

B. Cros Match

The steps of performing cross match on the CPU are the

same as those on the GPU. In the CPU-based sequential

implementation, the sample points are processed sequentially.

In the CPU-based parallel version, OpenMP is used to launch

multiple threads to calculate the matched reference objects

with one thread in charge of one sample point.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the GPU-

based gridMatch and zoneMatch algorithms, and compare

them with the CPU-sequential and CPU-parallel counter-

parts. We conduct our experiments in three groups. First,

we study the impact of the algorithmic parameters using

synthetic datasets and compare the measured performance

with our analytical result (Section V.C). Second, we evaluate

the performance of the GPU-based algorithms on real-world

astronomical datasets (Section V.D). Last, we compare the

overall performance of the GPU-based and CPU-based im-

plementations (Section V.E).

A. Experimental setup

We conduct experiments on a server with two Intel Xeon

E5520 2.27GHz Quad-Core CPUs and an NVIDIA M2090

GPU. The CPU has 32GB main memory and the GPU has

6 GB global memory. The maximum number of threads per

block, the total number of registers available per block and the

size of shared memory per block are 1024, 32768 and 48KB

respectively.

The operating system of our computer is Fedora release

14. Our CPU-serial implementation is written in C language.

We use OpenMP 3.0 and CUDA 5 for the CPU parallel

and GPU implementations, respectively. We measured time

using cudaEventRecord() on GPU and gettimeofday() on CPU.

All measured time numbers are in-memory computation, i.e.

starting from the data is in the main/device memory and ending

when all results are produced in the memory, unless other-

wise specified. We use both synthetic datasets and real-world

datasets in our experiments. The synthetic datasets are used to

study the algorithmic parameters in a controlled setting. The

real-world datasets are used to evaluate our algorithms for our

target application of online cross-match. For simplicity, each

object in all datasets contains only three attributes - ID, ra, and

dec. The error threshold r in all cross-match algorithms is set to

0.0056 degree, an experiential value provided by astronomers.

As for the real-world dataset, we use the SDSS catalog with

dec and ra ranging from 0 to 10 degrees. There are 2,448,790

objects in it. Since self cross-matching, which is most similar

to our scenario where two observation datasets are generated

from the same instrument for the same observation area a few

seconds apart, we use the SDSS catalog as both the sample

and the reference. On average, each SDSS object generates 3.7

matches in self match. For the synthetic dataset, we generate

12, 759, 064 objects randomly distributed in an area of 10

degrees X10 degrees (ra and dec respectively). On average

each object has 13.6 matches.

All the results got from CPU-based algorithms and GPU-

based ones are exactly the same, since the distance between

objects are independent with the cell scale and zone height.

B. Impact of Algorithmic Parameters

As the zone height and the cell size are the algorith-

mic parameters for the zoneMatch and gridMatch algorithms

respectively, we study their performance impact using the

synthetic dataset. For simplicity, we use square cells with cell

width c. We use a configuration of 256 threads per block and

49841 blocks per grid in this subsection.

Figure 8 shows the measured and estimated performance

of gridMatch with the cell size varied. The analytical result

matches well with the measurement in the overall performance

trend - when the cell size increases, the performance decreases

as well. This phenomenon is because when the cell size is

larger, there are more objects in a cell to match.

Different from the gridMatch algorithm, zoneMatch has

two time-consuming steps: one is the binary search in each

involved zone and the other the match. Figure 9 shows the

measured and estimated performance of binary search in all

involved zones with zone height varied. As shown in Figure

9, when h < r, the time drops quickly with the increase

of h. This sharp improvement in performance is due to the

decrease of number of involved zones (thus the number of

binary searches). In comparison, when h > r, the performance

improvement becomes much less with the increase of h, since

most objects have only one involved zone, i.e. only one binary

search is needed.
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Fig. 8. Cross match on gridMatch index
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Fig. 9. Binary search step

Figure 10 shows the measured and estimated performance

of the matching step after binary search in zoneMatch with

zone height varied. The time increases almost linearly with the

height increase due to the increase in the number of objects

to match.
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Fig. 10. Matching step

Figure 11 shows the measured and estimated overall per-

formance of zoneMatch. Given the performance trends in

the two steps of zoneMatch (Figure 9 and 10 ), the overall

performance of zoneMatch exhibits a concave curve with the

best performance achieved at around h = r in this experiment.

Comparing Figure 8 and 11, we find that gridMatch is

fastest at 977.4 milliseconds and zoneMatch at 1535.7 mil-

liseconds with the space cost of index 194.6MB and 6.9KB

correspondingly.
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Fig. 11. Cross match on zoneMatch index

C. Performance on Real Datasets

In this subsection, we use a configuration of 96 threads per

block and 25509 blocks, which achieves the best performance.

Figure 12 shows the performance and index space cost

of gridMatch on the SDSS data. As shown in the figure,

the performance improves sharply as the cell size increases

towards the error distance and decreases steadily when the cell

size increases beyond the error distance. As a result, the fastest

performance is achieved at c=0.5r to r. In the meanwhile,

the index space cost decreases consistently with the cell size

increase, with a steep curve for cell size smaller than r and a

much more flat decrease for cell sizes greater than r.

Figure 13 shows the performance and index space cost

of zoneMatch on the SDSS data. Similar to gridMatch, the

performance curve is concave whereas the index space cost is

consistently decreasing with the increase of zone height. The

fastest performance is achieved around h=2r with an index

cost around 3.5KB.

Comparing the fastest performance of zoneMatch and grid-

Match on the SDSS data, we find that gridMatch is slightly

faster than zoneMatch at a squared index space cost (12.2MB

versus 3.5KB)
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Fig. 12. gridMatch on SDSS data

D. Comparison between CPU and GPU Based Algorithms

For CPU parallel implementation, we set

NUM OF THREADS=8, which gets the highest performance.

This is in accordance with the number of cores.
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Fig. 13. zoneMatch on SDSS data

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the best cross match

performance of GPU, CPU parallel and CPU sequential im-

plementations on the SDSS data. The Y-axis is time in log

scale whereas the number on each bar is the original construc-

tion time in milliseconds. Overall, the GPU implementation

achieves of a speedup of 25 to 28 times over the CPU-parallel

one and 70-130 times over the CPU-sequential.

Figure 15 compares the index construction time of the GPU,

CPU parallel and CPU sequential implementations. The Y-

axis is time in log scale whereas the number on each bar is

the original construction time in milliseconds. The GPU-based

index construction is 30-40 times faster than the CPU parallel

and the CPU-sequential ones.
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Fig. 14. Cross match time

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed the GPU-based gridMatch and zone-

Match algorithms for cross match of in-memory astronomical

catalogs and have analyzed their algorithmic complexity on

time and space. Furthermore, we have experimentally studied

these two algorithms on both synthetic datasets and real-world

datasets. We find that (1) both algorithms achieve their peak

performance with a cell size or zone hight close to the distance

measure; (2) The gridMatch algorithm performs slightly faster

than zoneMatch on GPU at a quadratic index memory cost

whereas the space cost of the zone index is small and nearly

constant; and (3) both GPU-based algorithms perform much

faster than their CPU parallel and CPU sequential counterparts,

and the speedups are up to two orders of magnitude. Thus
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Fig. 15. Index construction time

we conclude that zoneMatch is better than the gridMatch

regarding the space and time cost on GPU. Our ongoing

work includes reducing the grid index space cost through

compaction, developing hybrid and adaptive grid/zone index

structures for cross match, and investigating GPU-based KD-

tree and R-tree for cross match of astronomical datasets.
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